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DEADLY TRACKS

Railways and highways are a source of wildlife mortality throughout
the world. At least thirty-five elephants lost their life due to train hits in
Assam between 1990 and May 2006. The frequency of such
accidents was highest in Kamrup (East) Forest Division. This report
throws light on the issue of elephant mortality due to train hits in
Assam and provides recommendations to deal with the same.
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PREFACE
One of the best conservation stories that the Wildlife Trust of India has in
its ten years of existence is that of stopping elephant mortality for seven
years on the tracks of the Delhi-Dehradun railways. Passing through the
Rajaji National park, this elephant track had turned into a veritable
graveyard for elephants till one dedicated field officer from our NGO
worked with both the Forest department and the Railways and produced
a zero-mortality record, seven years running. However, Rajaji was not the
only place in India where elephants died on the tracks. Assam, Tamil

Nadu, West Bengal and Jharkhand have had their share of dead
elephants on railway tracks while Gujarat has had lions dying on theirs
and Uttar Pradesh, tigers. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that animal-

train conflict is spread across the country and needs a national
application of such conservation measures that have had success in
Rajaji.

To see if similar tactics will work in any other region, requires on-site field
work. It is such field work that has resulted in this occasional report.
Assam had just seen a spurt in elephant deaths and a quick study by the
conflict mitigation division has thrown up several predictable facts but a
few that are locale specific. Now, based on this more detailed work can
be done to suggest ameliorative measures and if dedicated field
personnel can then translate these studies into reality, the replicability of
the Rajaji story can be tested and elephants may prove to be the ultimate
winner.
Vivek Menon
Executive Director
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Railways and highways are a major source of wildlife mortality throughout
the world. Railways also cause direct loss of habitat, degradation of
habitat quality, habitat fragmentation, population fragmentation/ isolation

and reduce access to vital habitats. In India also, a large number of wild
species are being killed annually due to railways and highways.
The state of Assam along with Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur,
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura comprises the North-east

India (between 21° 58' -28° N to 29° 27' N and 89° 42' to 97° 24' E). About
a fifth of the known world population of the Asian elephant (Elephas
maximus) occurs in this region.
Forest Department records show that Railway tracks are responsible for

killing a number of wild animals in Assam. Available data shows that at
least thirty-five elephants have lost their lives due to train hits in Assam
between 1990 and May 2006. Between 1990 and 2006, except for four
years, at least one elephant was killed every year by speeding trains in
Assam. However, if we divide the sixteen years period from 1990 – 2005
into two, the total number of elephants killed in the first half, during
1990 – 1997 was six (0.75 per year), compared to twenty eight elephants
(3.5 per year) during 1998 – 2005. This definitely indicates a considerable
increase in train accidents and elephant mortality in the recent past.
There were also a few incidents, when elephants were hit by train, injured
but survived. Unfortunately, the details for most accidents were not
available.
Owing to the problem of elephant mortality due to train hits in Assam, the
Wildlife Trust of India (WTI) decided to conduct a study in Assam to
vii
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understand the issue in detail, to suggest mitigation measures and assist
the local administration in solving the problem. Rapid field surveys were
conducted between 27th May and 6th of June 2006. Apart from the latest
site of accident, surveys were also conducted in two other areas along
the railway track in Assam (Thakurkuchi and Rani- Deepor Beel) where in
the past similar accidents have taken place.

In the past, WTI had conducted a study to understand and mitigate
elephant mortality due to train hit in Rajaji National Park, where prior to
the study 18 elephants had been killed (between 1987 and 2001). Due to
conservation actions based on the report, and dedicated effort of the

Wildlife Trust of India (WTI), Forest Department and Indian Railway no
elephant mortality has resulted since 2003.
Data collection for the current study was broadly done at three levels.
First, through field survey which also included interaction with the local
people. Second, through interaction with the Forest Officials and field
staff of the Forest Department. Third, through literature review and
collection of secondary information.
Karbi Anglong West, Digboi and Kamrup East Forest Divisions accounted
for more than 50% of the deaths during 1990 and 2006. However, the
frequency of such accidents was highest in Kamrup (East), followed by
Nagaon (South), Karbi Anglong (West) and Sonitpur (West).
Analysis of the elephant mortality data for different months between 1990
and May 2006 shows that eleven elephants were killed in November, the
paddy ripening season in Assam. On the other hand, ten elephants were
killed in July and another five in June, which is the monsoon period in the
state. Records show that animals of both the sexes are vulnerable to
such accidents. Out of the thirty-five elephant mortality recorded,
viii
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nineteen were females, thirteen were males, and in three cases the sex
was not recorded.
Steep mounds along the track are a crucial factor to be considered. The
chances of being trapped are very high for large animals like the
elephant. High speed of the trains also contributes a lot to the chances
of the elephant getting hit. It is also important to consider the impact of
increased train frequency over the years on elephant mortality. Linked to
the frequency is the factor of ‘crucial time’. Though not very precise,
secondary information on time of accident points out that majority of the
accidents took place between dusk and dawn (6pm and 5am). Based on
the observations in the field and discussions with the Forest department
officials, the following actions are recommended:

a) Sensitization of the train drivers
Workshop should be organized for the train drivers and guards to
sensitize them about the importance of protecting wild animals and
observing necessary precautions while passing through forests.
Feedback can also be taken from them. Any information on wildlife
related accident or sighting of vulnerable animals near the track if passed
on by the train drivers to the relevant authorities which in turn is conveyed
to the concerned Forest Range Office may be very helpful. The personal
experience of train drivers related to wildlife can also be vital.
b) Use of signage
Signages at both the ends of the identified stretches of critical railway
track to caution the train driver should be erected immediately.
c) Improving visibility for the train drivers
Tall grasses along the track may be cut to enhance visibility of the train
drivers. Steps can also be initiated for leveling of mounds in critical areas
ix
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which will enhance visibility of train drivers. This is also likely to provide
adequate space for the elephants to avoid trains. In some cases, physical
barriers like trenches, iron fences (as already being proposed by the

forest department), electric fences etc may be considered to divert
elephant movement, particularly from blind curves.
d) Joint patrolling
Forest guards of the concerned Beat along with Railway staff can be
entrusted to monitor presence of elephants in the critical areas. Joint
patrolling by the Forest guards of the concerned beat along with Railway
staff can be the approach. While doing so, they can also regularly seek
information from local people about elephant, movement.

e) Reducing the speed of trains in critical areas
To ensure the safety of elephants, it is imperative for the Railways to limit
the speed of trains in the critical areas. However, this may not be easy to
implement as most of the elephant mortalities due to train hit are outside
Protected Areas.
f) Making the sides of railway track elephant friendly
In critical areas where diverting the elephants is not possible, steps
should be taken to make the sides of the track friendly to the elephants.
Often elephants after climbing up, hesitate to climb down promptly
because of the steep gradient. Thus, appropriate steps can be initiated to
reduce the steepness on both the sides of railway tracks at critical areas.
Also, in many cases, there is not enough space for elephants to move
along the track (in hilly areas) so that even in case of emergency the
elephants can avoid being hit by the trains.
g) Conservation action oriented scientific studies
In all the areas inhabited by elephants where new railway lines are being
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